Brilliant, beautiful, bedazzling Bangkok – Be there for
SITE GLOBAL CONFERENCE
Kick off the year with us at SITE’s annual event, as our international community of incentive travel
professionals gathers in Bangkok, Thailand to explore the theme Incentivizing Diversity and Innovation.
Join us in the world’s fastest-growing region as we highlight how business innovation and
success stem from a wholehearted embrace of diversity, and how the daily challenges that we
face in our lives – both private and professional – are the fiery furnace in which our enduring
success is forged.
On the agenda: learning sessions, prominent speakers, cultural and creative immersions, certification
opportunities, exciting evening events, the Crystal Awards and a whole lot more.
Experience famous Thai hospitality at the Shangri-La Hotel, Bangkok, a luxurious landmark
perched on the Chao Phraya River banks. Enjoy a deep dive into a truly innovative, educational
program that takes you outside your comfort zone – and the meeting rooms – on a personal and
professional voyage of genuine discovery.

WHEN?
January 11-14, 2019

WHERE?
Shangri-La Hotel, Bangkok, Thailand

WHO’S GOING?
Incentive travel professionals from all over the world: SITE members and non-members, global
influencers, media, corporate buyers, incentive houses, independent planners, destination
marketing organizations, tourist boards, airlines, cruise companies, hotels, convention centers,
DMCs, transportation companies, venues, EventTech, inspirational speakers, trainers, educators.
Just about anyone who’s anyone on the incentive travel spectrum.

WHAT’S HAPPENING?
Networking and relationship-building, formal and informal learning, roundtables, interactive sessions,
keynotes, destination immersion, awards ceremonies, cultural deep dives.

Don’t Miss:
• “Embrace the Shake” – Phil Hansen’s personal story of transformation. After developing a

career-ending tremor in his drawing hand, Phil embraced his “shake” – both physically and
metaphorically – by redefining his limitation as an impetus for creativity.

• The Bangkok Manifesto – Join incentive travel professionals from all over the world in

crafting the first-ever Manifesto on Incentive Travel. Make your viewpoint heard as SITE
creates, crafts and curates the inaugural ten-point “Credo” that states our collective beliefs
in relation to the power and purpose of incentive travel.

Register Now at
SITEGlobal.com

Registration Fee:
SITE Member 				

$945

SITE Non-Member				

$995

